
GREEK NEW WAVE
Launched in the middle of economic meltdown, Color Skates is an 
underground skate shop in downtown Athens, Greece, which is bringing 
the creative community together and building a new way forward.

WHAT DO YOU do when your economy is collapsing all around you 
and your country is tearing itself apart? If you’re Vassilis Aramvoglou, 
you start a skate shop. Color Skates was born in Athens, Greece, in June 
2008, just as one of the harshest financial crises in history kicked off. 
Eight years later, it has ridden out austerity, riots, bailouts, general strikes 
and is still going strong – held together by a tight-knit family of skaters.

“It’s a pretty challenging environment to have a business,” Vassilis 
explains. “We thought things were going to be hard, but it was crazy. 
It’s hard to believe, but we found opportunities to grow and make more 
things happen for the Greek skateboarding scene than ever before.”

The Greek crisis took a big toll on local skateboarding: stores shut 
their doors, and international brands pulled the plug. “It separated 
the ones who really know skateboarding and love what they do from 
the ones who couldn’t do anything without a big budget,” Vassilis 
says. “That was the big advantage for us, because we can do more with 
less.” They survived by cutting out the middle men, going direct with 
suppliers and providing premium boards, clothing and equipment at 
prices people can afford.

Today,  Color is two stores in Athens, a clothing brand, and a skate 
hardware brand Goodbie. They’ve helped build two public skate plazas 

and are behind the majority of skate events, contests and parties across 
Greece. But the core that holds everything together is the team. “We 
had this team of six skaters since before we could even pay rent,” Vassilis 
says. “Skateboarding is the essence of what we do. It’s our way of life, 
and we’ve got a dope, successful team with character and personality.”

“We’re crazy people, we have fun every single day,” says skater Mike 
Vasilakis, 22, who’s been sponsored by Color since the beginning. 
“The best part about skating in Athens is that you’re free. You can 
do whatever you want to do.” Greece has tons of talented skaters, but 
most sponsorship opportunities dried up with the crisis. “I feel lucky 
to be a part of what we have here,” Mike says. “If I wasn’t in Color, I 
don’t know…”

Color works with artists, photographers and both underground 
and mainstream brands, but one of their tightest partnerships is with 
Bondex cycle couriers, who make all their Athens deliveries. Founded 
by Charis Skaftouros, who used to run a skate shop and gave Mike his 
first sponsorship back in the day, Bondex is trying to plant a cycling 
culture in a city that’s still not bike-friendly through organizing events 
like electrifying alleycat races. “They really believe in what they do; 
they’re cycling their asses off every day,” Vassilis says. “We prefer 

paying for an alternative service than a mainstream courier service. 
They’re the kind of guys we want to be dealing with our customers.”

Color is building their profile in Greece and across Europe with a 
presence at shows like Bright Tradeshow in Berlin. But with no end to 
the crisis in sight, nobody can predict what comes next-or how long 
this can last. So what are Color’s hopes for the future? Mike throws 
back his head and laughs. “I don’t have a clue,” he says. “An LA tour 
is a big ambition for us. But the future is so uncertain here, we can’t 
think more than a few months ahead.”

“You need short-term thinking in Greece,” Vassilis adds. “But 
if you ask me, the sky’s the limit. We’re just trying to get better. In 
hard times, you see both sides: a lot of hating, but a lot of love, too. 
We’ve seen Greek people getting together and we’ve seen people 
totally falling apart. We really believe in what we’re doing but there 
are moments when you need the stomach to back it up - either on 
your own, or by asking for help. You need to understand your fellow 
people. At the end of the day, we’re all in the same shithole.” Vassilis 
Aramvoglou wears his Levi’s® Skateboarding Reform Shirt and Levi’s® 
Commuter™ 511™ Slim.  color_skates | Mike Vasilakis wears his Levi’s® 
Skateboarding Work Short.  roni22
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